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Let G be a connected Lie group. In this paper we give a characterization 
of G-invariant distributions on certain regular subsets of a G-manifold in terms 
of distributions on the orbit space. In order to obtain this characterization we 
introduce and exploit distributions on manifolds which are not assumed to be 
Hausdorff spaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
Invariant distributions play an important role in the study of invariant differen- 
tial operators. Namely, under certain conditions, the problem of finding invariant 
distributional solutions of the differential equation Pv = u, where P is an 
invariant differential operator and u an invariant distribution, can be reduced to 
finding solutions of some lower dimensional differential equation. In particular 
it can be very useful for finding invariant fundamental solutions for certain 
invariant operators (see, for instance, Appendix to [6]). This creates a need for 
giving characterizations of invariant distributions in terms of distributions on 
lower dimensional spaces. 
In 1953 MethCe [l] gave a characterization of distributions on P\(O) invariant 
with respect to the group of proper Lorentz transformations in terms of two 
distributions on the real line. Analogous characterizations of distributions 
invariant with respect to other groups of linear transformations in R” preserving 
an arbitrary quadratic form were given in [4, 81. 
The aim of the present paper is a generalization of these results to the case of 
G-invariant distributions on G-manifolds, where G is an arbitrary connected 
Lie group. The main theorem in the paper gives a characterization of such 
distributions, defined on a certain subset ,!l of a G-manifold M, in terms of 
distributions on the orbit space A/G. In order to obtain this characterization we 
introduce the concept of the Hausdorff partition of a manifold which is applied 
to define distributions on manifolds which are not assumed to be Hausdorff 
spaces. 
From the above-mentioned theorem we derive that locally every G-invariant 
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distribution on (1 is a limit of a weakly convergent sequence of G-invariant C’” 
functions on fl. 
In the second part of this paper we prove that locally a G-invariant distribu- 
tion u on /l can be represented in the form u = Pf, where P is a Cz locally 
invariant linear differential operator and f is a continuous G-invariant function. 
NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, .w BASIC .FACTS 
We denote real Euclidean n-dimensional space by P. Elements of R” are 
denoted by (x1, .1c2 ,..., xn). C,m(R”) is the set of all compactly supported C” 
functions on I?. D’(P) is the space of distributions on R”. Sometimes elements 
of D’(P) will be called “usual” distributions. We set R-l = {x E RI: x < 0). 
By a p-dimensional manifold N, we mean a topological space Ar together with 
a fixed Cm differential structure on N. Note that in the definition of a manifold 
the Hausdorff separation axiom (TJ is not assumed. 
A manifold satisfying in addition the Hausdorff separation axiom is called the 
T,-manifold. 
If I%’ is a manifold, by (H, U) we denote a coordinate system in W. 
Let M be a T,-manifold. By C=(M) (C,.-;(M)) we denote the set of all complex- 
(real) valued C” maps of M. The symbol T,M stands for the tangent space at 
a f M. DM denotes the algebra of P vector fields on lW with the bracket 
operation ([X, Y] = XY\YX for vector fields X, Y). 
For a C% map h: IV- W’, W, W’-T,-manifolds, 12, as usual denotes the 
differential of iz. 
By G we denote an arbitrary, connected, finite-dimensional Lie group, LG 
(RG) denotes the left (right) Lie algebra of G, e is the unit element of G, exp: 
G ---f G stands for the exponential map on G (see, for instance, [?I). 
The following is the basic property of exp. 
THEOREM I [7, p. 1081. There exist neighborhoods No of zero in LG and Xe 
of e in G such that exp: No -+ .INe is a diffeomorphism. 
We also need the following: 
THEOREM II [7]. An open neighborhood V of e in G generates G; i.e. G is the 
smallest group iontaikng V. 
Any nontrivial homomorphism 01 of the additive group of real numbers intc G 
is &led a one parameter subgroup of G. 
A manifold M is called a G-manifold with respect to R (abbreivated as G- 
manifold) if M is a T2-manifold and there is a map R of G into the group Diff(M) 
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of diffeomorphisms of M such that R(e) = id, , R(g, . g2) = R(gJ o R(g,), 
g1 , g, E G and the map 
G x A4 3 (g, u) + (R(g))(u) E IL2 is Ci”. 
In the sequel, instead of R(g), we use a more convenient notation Rg. 
Let M be a G-manifold. A subset -4 C M is called G-invariant if Rg(-4) C d 
for g E G. For any a EM the set 0, = (Rg(a): g E G) is called the orbit of a. 
If M is a G-manifold and 0 is the “differential” of R at the point e, then we have 
THEOREM III 17, p. 901. a: RG -+ DM is a homomol-phism of the right Lie 
algebra RG into DM. 
o(RG) is called the algebra of Killing vector fields and denoted by KM. For 
a E Af we set KaM = {X(a): XE KM} C T,Af. 
Suppose that M is a T,-manifold of dimension p. A Cm differential system S 
of rank n (E < p) on M is an assignment to each point a E il& a subspace S(a) C 
TJW of dimension n, such that for every c E M there is a neighborhood P of c 
and Cm vector fields Xr ,..., X, spanning S(b) for b E V. 
In addition, if the fields X, ,..., X, can be chosen so that [Xi, Xj] (b) E S(b) 
for b E l’, i, j = l,..., n then S is called involutive. 
Let S be a Cz differential system of rank n on M (M as above). A submanifold 
0 C M is called an integral of 5’ if T,O C S(a) for a E 0. A coordinate system 
(H, U) in M is called flat with respect to S if H(U) = {(sr ,..., x,): j xi 1 < Y, 
i=l ,...,p} for some r > 0 and the sets 
where H = (Hl,..., HP), are integrals of S for / xi 1 < r, i = n + l,,.., p. 
THEOREM IV [3, p. 61. Let S be a Cm dtjferential system of rank n on a T2- 
manifold AI. S is inaolutise ififor each a E Af there is a coordinate system (H, U) 
Fat with respect to S, and a E U. 
Let S be an involutive Cs difIerentia1 system of rank n on a p-dimensional 
Ta-manifold M. It can be proved (see [3, p. 81) that there is a maximal integral 
manifold I of S. A connected component of M with respect to the topology of I 
is called a leaf of S. The set of all leaves of S is called the foliation defined by S 
and denoted by M/S. A coordinate system (H, U) in M is called regular with 
respect to S if it is flat with respect to S and for every leaf 0 of S, 0 n U is 
connected in I. A leaf of S is called a regular leaf of S if it intersects the domain 
of a coordinate system regular with respect to S. S is called regular if every leaf 
of S is regular. 
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THEOREM V [3, p. 191. If n C” dff i er.ential system S ml a T,-mumfold M is 
invobtive then the set M/S is a C” man$old iff S is regular. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem V if S is regular then the differentiai 
structure on M/S is given in the following way. Let (W, &r) be a coordinate 
system in M regular with respect to S. Denote by II: 36 ---f M/S the natural 
projection. Let j: Rfl - Rp-‘n be given by formula j(xl ,, .., x9) -= (x,+r ,..., ,xDj. 
@: 17(U) -+ RP-%, Q(O) = j(H(rr-l(O) n U)), Q E II( Then (‘3, 17(U)) 
is a coordinate system on 17(U). We call it the coordinate system induced by 
(ff, U). 
As in [5] we introduce the following notation and definitions. 
By E we denote a zero density (also called an odd form of order zero; see IS]) 
such that E? = 1. Manifolds on which E exists are called orientabie and t is 
called an orientation form on M. If M = Rp by cP we denote the canonical 
orientation form on RP, i.e., a zero density which is 1 in the coordinates with 
positive Jacobian and -1 in the coordinates with the Jacobian less then zero. 
Let M, M’ be 3Ys,-manifolds, h: IId -+ M’ a diffeomorphism, zu a density on 34’. 
By IZ%U we denote the “pullback” density on M. In particular if M’ is orientable 
and E is an orientation form on M’ then E’ = h*c is an orientation form on M. 
We call it the orientation determined by h and f. 
As in [2] we call P a linear differential operator on a ‘I’,-manifold M if P is a 
linear transformation P: C,%(M) + C,m(M) such that supp(Py) C supp ‘p 
(s~ipp g, denotes the support of a CZ function y on 34). If y E P(M), y = 
p1 + ip, we set P3, = Pq+ + iPq+ . 
Finally we note that all #theorems and definitions concerning distributions 
on Rn which are referred to in the paper can be found in 161. 
I 
1. DISTRIBUTIONS ON ??2-hhIWOLDS 
DEFINITION 1 IS]. Let !M be a p-dimensional TI,-manifold. By QOfi(M) we 
denote the set of all compactly supported C” p-densities (also called odd forms 
of orderp; see [5J on M. The set !&P(M) is equipped with the following topology. 
Ifyj E Q,~(M), j = 1, 2,..., then yj -fjern 0 if there is a compact set K containing 
the supports of all yr and in every coordinate system in M, an arbitrary derivative 
of the coordinates of yj is uniformly convergent to zero. 
DEFINITION 2 [5]. Let .M be a manifold as in Definition 1. A linear continuous 
functional on Q,+‘(M) is called a distribution on M. The space of all distributions 
on II/r is denoted by (QOp,,n!M))‘. 
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DEFINITION 3 (substitution in distribution). Let M, P be p-dimensional 
Ta-manifolds. Let u E (J&~(M))’ and h: P + n/r be a CDj diffeomorphism. A 
substitution in distribution u is a distribution ~0 Iz E (Q,p(P))’ defined by formula 
u ,a h[rl = u[(h-l)*rl, Y E QoP(fv 
Remark 1. Let M = Rp. Every distribution u on RP in the sense of Defini- 
tion 2 can be identified with a “usual” distribution u E D’(Rp) in the following 
way. 
where 
(~&P(M))’ 3 u 3 ii: E D’(Rp), 
iqv] = u[p . Ep . dx, A ... A dx,], cp E COm(RP). 
PROPOSITION 1. With the identification of Remark 1, Definition 3 and the 
de$nition of substitution in “usual” distributions coincide. 
Proof. It follows immediately from properties of the pull back operation on 
densities. 
DEFINITION 4. Let X be a complete vector field on a p-dimensional Ta- 
manifold M, i.e., A+ = (d/dt)g, o h, ItzO for all C” real-valued functions p 
on M, where h, is a group of diffeomorphisms of M. Let u E (Q$‘(M))‘. We 
define a distribution XU by formula 
Remark 2. Xu can be defined analogously as in Definition 4 for an arbitrary 
vector field X. 
The correctness of Definition 4 follows from 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose M is a p-dimensional T,-manifold. Let u E (sZ,P( Y))‘, 
where U is an open subset of M such that there is a coordinate system (H, U) in M. 
For i = 1 ,..., p, let (a/ax,), be the vectorjield on U induced by a/ax, , i.e., 
for all Cm real-valued functions 9) on M and a E U. Then we have 
Proof. Let i = 1. Set g,: Rp -+ RP, g,(xI ,..., x,) = (x1 + t, xg ,..., x,). 
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Then h, = H-r 0 gt o H is the local group of local diffeomorphisms generated 
by (;i/&& . If c E Q,P( U) then 
(&)H +‘I = ; u o htb’l / t=O =$ u 0 H-l 0 g, 0 H[y] /t=O 
= ; (u 0 H-7 ogt[(H-‘>*y] itcO = & (u 0 H-l)[(H-l)“y]. 
The remaining cases i = 2,. . . , p can be proved analogously. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 24 E (Q,*(RP))’ alzd let X = xrZ1 a,(x)(f3j@) be a com- 
plete vector jield on RD. Retaining the notations of Remark 1 zue obtain 
there the right-ha?zd side is the “usual” di.erentiation of a distribution u E IY(Rp). 
Proof. Let g, be the group of diffeomorphisms generated by X. Then the 
Jacobian Igt of g, is positive for t E R1. On account of Proposition 1 it suffices 
to prove 
First note that if g, = (gt,..., g,p) then 
Applying the theorem on differentiation under the distribution sign and (2) we 
obtain 
d 
z +P o gtl . I&‘] 
t=o 
= 22 [ 
d 
z (9’ o g(-f) . k-t,) t=” I I 
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COROLLARY 1. It follows from Propositions 2 and 3 that 
where ‘p E C,,5(H(U)), y = H”(g, . cZ, . dx, A ... A dx,). 
2. DISTRIBUTIONS ON MANIFOLDS 
Recall that the definition of a manifold does not assume the Hausdorff separa- 
tion axiom T2 . 
LEMMA 1. Let N be a manifold. Let G? be the set of all open, connected Tz- 
submanifolds of N, with the relation of inclusion. 
There is a family (xOIUE~ of maxinzal elements in s?’ such that Ua62N, = N. 
Proof. Let m E N. By J;s, we denote the set of all open, connected subsets 
of N containing m, which are also Il,-spaces. G(,~ is not empty since from the 
definition of a manifold there is a neighborhood S:,, of m homeomorphic to R” 
for some K so l-, E J& . To prove the existence of maximal elements in &,?, 
we verify the assumptions of the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma. Let {LB}BEB be a 
linearly ordered subset of gnl.. We shall prove that I< = UaEBLs is the upper 
bound of (Ls}BE8 in J& . It is clear that K is a connected, open subset of N 
containing m. To prove that K is a 71,-space let m1 , ms E K, ?nn, f m2 . There 
exists /IO E B such that m, , mx ELLS . We know that m, , m, are separable in 
L . Since LB is open ml and ma are separable in K. Thus K E A& is the upper 
bend of {L&,, in A$,, . It follows from the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma that there 
is a maximal element AC,,, in 4, . We set {1vE}12Ex to be the family of all different 
iVm, , m E N. It is obvious that URE-gnE = N. 
DEFINITION 5. Let N be a manifold. Denote by (NJOLEA the maximal element 
in the set of all families (mz}orsd which exist by Lemma 1. The family (NJLYEA 
is called the Hausdorff partition of N. 
Note that each of the manifolds N, in the Hausdorff partition of N is a Tz- 
manifold and for arbitrary 01, /I E A, N, n N, is an open T,-subset of N. 
DEFINITION 6. Let {iVJWEa be the Hausdorff partition of a K-dimensional 
manifold N. Let (To}nER be a family of distributions T, E (Q,,(N,))‘, ti E A9 
which are compatible, i.e., T, = T, on N, n N, for a, ,G E A. The family T = 
V’aL, is called a distribution on N. 
Remark 3. In the case where Nis a T,-manifold Definitions 6 and 2 coincide. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that N is a k-dimensional ma+oZd, {NJoled is the 
HausdorfSpartition of N, (R&J a?l arbitrary fady of Lemma 1. Let (T&A be 
an arbitrary compatible family of distributions TB E (~Qo(~o))‘, j3 E 2. Then thue 
is a unique distribution T = (TJorEA onNsuchthatT,= Tb~~N=A~6,a~A, 
p E A. 
Proof. 1. bmce UBE~NB = IV, the proof follows from the theorem on gluing 
of distributions. 
EXA~AMPLE 1. Let (NJ,,, be the Hausdorff partition of a k-dimensional 
manifold N. Let f E P(N). We set 
It is easy to see that ( fu}CIEA is a distribution on N. 
3. G-INVARIANT DISTRIBUTIONS ON G-MANIFOLDS 
DEFINITION 7. Let M be a G-manifold with respect to R. h distribution 
21 E (&$p(AI)) is called G-invariant with respect to R (abbreviation G-invariant) 
ifxLoRg = uforgEG. 
THEOREM I. Let a G-manifold M be given. Let k-M be the algebra of Killing 
vector fields on &I. A distribution u on M is G-inaariant iff for every vector field 
x E KLW, xu = 0 on M. 
Proof Let u be G-invariant. Fix an arbitrary X0 E KM. It follows directly 
from the definition of X0 that there is a one-parameter subgroup a(t) of G such 
that X’p, = (d/dt)g, 0 R,tt) jtzO for all real-valued Cz functions on M. By the 
assumption of G-invariance of u we have u 0 R,(+) = u for t E RI. Hence 
XOu = ; u o Raft) = ; u / = 0. 
t=o s t=o 
Now suppose that Xu = 0 for all XE KM. Let =(tj be a one-parameter 
subgroup of G. Define x(v) = (d/dt)g, 0 Ruti) 1 t=0 for all real-valued Cm functions 
9 on d. From the definition of KAMY we have X E KM. Hence for an arbitrary 
to E R1 we obtain 
d 
- 21 0 kit) 
d 
.tl 0 R(t+t,) 
d 
dt -z 
= - 11 3 R,(t) c R&(t,j 
t=t#) t=t" dt t=o 
d 
= z u 0 R,(t) 0 R,ct,, = 2% 0 Ratto) = 0. 
t=tO 
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Thus for all t E R1 u 0 Ract) = u for an arbitrary one-parameter subgroup a(t) 
of G. By Theorem I we know that exp is a local diffeomorphism; hence for all 
g in a certain neighborhood Ne of e there is a one-parameter subgroup al(t) such 
that O(I) = g. Thus u 0 Rg = u for g E iVe. Since G is connected it follows from 
Theorem II that Ne generates G; hence u 0 Rg = u for all g E G. 
In further considerations we assume that a p-dimensional Ta-manifold M is 
a G-manifold with respect to R. KM is the algebra of Killing vector fields on M 
induced by R. We set 
fl” = (u E $1: dim K,Jll = n], where n = ?Ez dim K,M. 
PROPOSITION 5. fff is an open G-inaariant subset of M. 
Proof. First we shall prove that fl” is open. Let a E A. There are vector fields 
Xi ,..., Xn E KM such that X,(a) ,..., X,(a) is a basis for K,M. Since Xi , 
i = I,..., n, are C” on Mthere is a neighborhood Vof a such that X,(b),..., X,(b) 
are linearly independent for b E V. Hence V C 2. 
To prove that fl” is G-invariant we apply the following commutative diagram 
(see 171) 
where (T is the “differential” of R (see Theorem III) and Ag for g E G is a certain 
isomorphism of T,G. If a E fl” and b = Rg(a) for some g E G it follows from 
the commutativity of the diagram that b E & which shows that (1” is G-invariant. 
Thus the proof is concluded. 
Let us put S(a) = K,M for a E A. S is a differential system of rank n. Since 
KM is an algebra with the bracket operation it follows that S is an involutive 
system and by Theorem IV there is the foliation of Agiven by S. 
Let A be the set of all regular leafs of S. By Proposition 5 we know that fl” 
is an open G-invariant subset of ivr, so it follows directly from the definition 
of regularity that A is open and G-invariant. In the sequel we shall always assume 
that A is not empty. 
We see that S restricted to A satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem V. 
Since the leaves of the foliation on A given by S are identical with the orbits 
of G in A, by Theorem V we obtain that the orbit space A/G is a Cm manifold 
of dimension n - p. 
Now we pass to the definition of an operation K which is essential for the 
study of G-invariant distributions on A 
Let @&A be the Hausdorff partition of N = A/G. Denote by 17: A - A/G 
the natural projection on the orbit space. Let Au = 17-r(iV,). Suppose that 
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cx E 4 and let (H, LTj be a coordinate system in Aa regular with respect to S. Let 
(CD, IT(U)) be th e coordinate system in N” induced by (H, tl). 
By KHQ we denote a linear operation 
defined in the following way. Let y E .Q2,~( U). (H-l)*y is ap-density on Rp; hence 
(H-l)*y = q~ . E~ . dy, A ... A dy, , 
where g: E CoQ(H( Uj), and cP is the canonical orientation form on Rp. 
Set 
P,(y) is a ( p - n)-density on @(II(U)); hence @(I’,&)) is a (p - ?zj-density 
on l7( U). We define 
f&f%) = @VH(Y)). (3 
First we prove that the above definition of KH is independent of the coordinate 
systems involved. 
PROPOSKTION 6. If (H,, U), (H,, U) are tuo regular coordinate systems in 
fla then Kgl(y) = KG*(r) for y E Q,p( U). 
Proof. Let h E P(N,). DefineJ = h 0 II. Th en IS a continuous G-invariant f’ 
function on A&. Let y E Qn,p( U) then there are functions yji E Cz(Hi(Uj), i = I, 2, 
such that (H~l)*y = qi ’ cp . &, A ‘.. A dy, . Set 
m: R”-‘” - RP, z~(q ,..., x,-,) = (0 ,..., 0, x1 ,..., xp-J. 
From the above because of (4) we have 
i’ A4 f.r= j- R* (H,‘)*f*y= J’ ~oH;‘.(H,~)*~ RB 
(6) 
Let (@, , fl(CT)j, (Q%, n(U)) b e coordinate systems induced by (HI , Gj, 
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(Ha , U), respectively. Let Y be the transition function for Sp, , Qz , i.e., Y o Q1 = 
@a . From the definition of Di 
fOH;~e~~J~ocD;~ for i = 1,2. (7) 
Combining (6) and (7) we obtain 
From (8) and (9) we have 
Since (10) holds for all Cx f unctions h on n(U), and both PHI(y) and Y*.PH,(y) 
are continuous on Rp+, we conclude that 
cfI(Y) = Yy”~H2(1/) on RP+. (11) 
It follows from (11) that @T(P&)) = (Qjf) 0 Y*(PH2(y)) = (Y 0 @l)*PH1(y) = 
@z(PHz(y)) which in view of (5) gives KgI(y) = Kgz(y), which was to be proved. 
Now we can extend the local operations KHo’ in the following manner. 
For y EQ~Q(A~) there are coordinate systems (Hi, U,), i = l,..., s, in k, 
regular with respect to S and such that supp y C & U, C Aa. Let {q~}~=~,...,~ 
be a partition of unity subordinated to { U,},,l,., ,,$ . Define 
KY?4 = i Kg9w). (12) 
i=l 
Since Kgi are linear, it follows from Proposition 6 that definition (12) of K”l 
does not depend on the choice of the coordinate systems (Hi , Vi) and a partition 
of unity subordinated to {Ui}r=I,...,s . 
Directly from the definition of Ku for a E A we obtain 
PROPERTY 1. For each 01 E A, Ka is a linear continuous operator from Q&k) 
to s2,p-“(NJ. 
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PROPERTP 2. If a,/3 ~-4 t/m P(r) = KB(rj fop y E Q’(k n AS). 
Proof. It follows from (12) and Proposition 6. 
PROPERTY 3. For a E A, Ka is surjective, i.e., for each u, E J2g-n(Nmj there 
exists y E L&fl(A”) such that K”(y) = w. 
Proof. Fix u E A. Let ec! E Qg-“(NE). In view of the linearity of Ka, using a 
partition of unity on supp ZO, we can assume that w E Qt-“(n( U)) with U C & 
such that there is a coordinate system (H, U) in M regular with respect to S. 
Then there are C C R” and D C R*+’ such that H(U) = C x D. Let (@, IX(U)) 
be the coordinate system on NW induced by (El, Uj. There is a function f E C:(D) 
such that 
(@-1)“” = f . Es-n . dy,+1 A ... A dJ7, . (13) 
Let 7 E COG be such that jRn q(yr ,..., yn) cl’y, -** dyn = 1, Set 
dY1 3*.-j Y,> = rl(Y1 >*..> YJ -f (3’,1+1 3..-9 Y,>* (14) 
Now we can define 
y = H”(v . Ed . dyl A a.. A dyp). uw 
y E l&p(U) and we shall prove that K”(y) = w. It is enough to show that 
iqp0-J) = w. (16) 
From (3)-(5), (13), and (15) we obtain that (16) is equivalent to 
and (17) follows immediately from (14). 
PROPERTY 4. For 01 E A, Ku is G-invariant in the following sense: if y E Q,~(AE) 
und g E G then 
K”(Rg*W) = =W 
Proof. Let a! E A, h E Cm(N,) and fix y E Q,r’(,&). Set f = h o 1T. It is not 
difficult to prove that 
Let g E G. Since f is G-invariant we have 
Rg*( f - y) = f - Rg”‘(yb (191 
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From (19) we obtain 
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Applying (18) to both sides of (20) we get 
(20) 
(21) 
Since (21) holds for all h E Cm(N,) and both Km(r) and K”(Rg*(y)) are continuous 
on N, , we obtain Ka(r) = K”(Rg*(y)), which was to be proved. 
Now we are in a position to give a characterization of G-invariant distribu- 
tions defined on /l. 
THEOREM 2. Let u E (Q&A))‘. If u is G-invariant then there is a unique 
distribution T = {T,),,, on N = A/G such that 
44 = TmW(Y)l; y E Q()ql~). (22) 
If T = V'aLa is a dist:-ibution on N then there is a unique G-invariant 
distribution u on /I satisfying (22). 
Proof. Let a: E A and a E flu. There exists a coordinate system (H, U) in M 
regular with respect to S such that a E U C /la. Then H(U) = B x C, B C Rn, 
C C RJ’-~. Let (@, n(U)) be the coordinate system in N, induced by (H, U). 
Suppose that u E (Qs”(fl)) ’ is G-invariant. With the operation - as in Remark 1, 
set 
;ul = Sl, 31 E D’(N( U)). 
It follows from Theorem 1, Propositions 2 and 3, and Corollary 1 that 
g +Pl = (-gJx u[w] = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
where F E C,“(H(U)), w = H*(v . l D . dyi A ‘.. A dyJ. Thus z+ is independent 
of variables y1 ,. .., yI . By a theorem on distributions independent of a group of 
variables (see, for instance, [6]), it follows that there is a unique distribution 
T, E D’(C) such that 
If w E Q,*n(17( U)) then there is fU, E Cam(C) such that 
(W)*w =fw * cgprT. * dyin+l A ... A dy,. (24) 
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Define 
~H”bl = ~CLfwl for w E Q$“jII(U)). WI 
It is obvious that THo: E (S2gmn(17( U)))‘. If y E .Qap( U) then there is g, E C,“(H( U)) 
such that 
(H-l)*(y) = 9 . ED . dy1 A .‘. A dyD. 
Thus from the definition of d and (23) we have 
(24) 
From (26) (25), (4), and (5) we obtain 
4Yl = GwGf”(Y)l for y E Qop( CT) (27) 
We shall prove that the definition of THDL is independent of the choice of 
coordinate systems. Let T&, , Ts, E (Q:-“(n(V)})’ be defined with the help of 
coordinate systems (HI , V), (Hz, V) in .& regular with respect to S. L.et 
(@, , II(V)), (@a, II(V)) be induced by (HI , IT), (Hf , V), respectively. If 
y E Sa,“( V) then we have y)d E C,=(H,( U)) such that 
(H,l)*y = vi . cD . d,!, ... dyv, for i=l,2. 
According to (4) we denote 
cfi(Yj = (Jx, %(Yl ,..‘,YJ 4; *-- ^ Yn) . Eg--n * @n+-l A --. A 4?, . (28) 
Set 
Tui = T;;, e @‘iI, i = 1,2, (29) 
and let Y = @a 0 @JT~ be the transition function. From (27), (29), (38), and (11) 
we obtain 
= Td a Y’-l[P&)] = Td a Y-1 c cD,[K;~(~)]. 
We also have 
4~1 = G,[GJrN. (31) 
From the proof of Property 3 we know that K;il: -Q,,@(V) ---f -Qi-“(I7(V)) is 
surjective; hence from (30) and (31) we get 
Td 0 Y-l 0 cD2 = Tf;, , 
which in view of (29) yields T;, = Tg, . 
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Fix Q: E A. We can apply the theorem on gluing of distributions to the family 
(THa). We obtain a distribution T, E Qt--n(N,) which is an extension of distribu- 
tions THU. From (31) and (12) we get 
Thus we have a family {T&A of distributions satisfying (22). For each [Y E d, 
T, is uniquely determined by (22) b ecause Km is surjective. To prove that T = 
(TJusA is a distribution on N, in view of the above uniqueness, it is enough to 
apply Property 2. 
The second part of Theorem 2 follows from Properties 1, 4, and the theorem 
on gluing of distributions. 
Remark 4. All the considerations of Section 4 remain valid with A replaced 
by any (nonempty) & = Int(a E M: dim K, Al = i), i = 1, 2,..., n - 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let u be a G-invariant distribution on A. For every point a f A 
thue is a G-invariant nezihborhood Va and a sequence fn of G-invariant C” 
functions on T’a such that fil[y] -+12-,z I&], y E Qn,p( Va). 
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2 since every distribution on N, 
can be approximated by Cs functions on N, , 01 E -4. 
EXAMPLE 2 (for details, see [S]). Let G be the group of proper Lorentz 
transformations in Rn+l n > 2. Let M = Iin” and set Rg(x) = g(x), x E Rn+l, 
g E G. Then the Killing algebra KRn+l of G is spanned by the fields: 
xi = t&+x& i = l,..., n, 
L z 
xi, = X( & - xi g , i,j = I,2 )...) 71 
* , z 
(elements of Rnfl are denoted (t, x1 ,..., x.,J). 
It is easy to see that /l = Rn+l\{O). The orbit space N = R’“+l\(O)/G is a 
manifold which can be treated as two copies of R1 identified on the negatil-e 
half axis R-l. Thus in the Hausdorff partition of N we have two elements Nr , 
N, both equal to RI. A distribution on N can be regarded as a pair of “usual” 
distributions on the real line which are equal on R-l. We also identify the distri- 
bution from (!Z$+‘(Rri+l\{O))) with elements of D’(R”+l\(O)). 
Set 9, = R”+l\{(t, x): ! x ( < t), J2, = Rn+l\{(t, x): j x [ < -t>; then Q, = 
IIF( 52, = Ii?( 
Operations Kl , K2 are treated as Ki: Caa(QJ -+ C,,m(R1), i = 1, 2, after the 
natural identification of densities with functions. 
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THEOREM (Methee [l]). If zl E D’(R”+l\(0)) is G-imariant then there are 
unique distributions Tl , Tz E D’(R1) such that T, = Tz on R-I and 
+PI = TiWi(v)l> q2 ECor(S,); i = 1,2. (32) 
If T, , T2 E D’(Rl), Tl = Tz on R-l then there is a unique C&maria& distribution 
u E D’(lW1\>{O}) satisfying (32). 
Psroof. It follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
II 
1. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON MANIFOLDS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be a p-dimensional T,-manifold. Suppose that P: 
C,m(lVI) + C,x(M) is a linear d$ereztial operator 011 M. There exists a unique 
linear transfomzation Ptr: QOP(M) + Sr,D(iVl) such that 
and 
suPP(J94 c suPP Y, 
Pvoof. First we show that there is at most one linear transformation P’r: 
Q&)(Af) ---f Q,-,n(Af), satisfying (2). Suppose, on the contrary, that there are linear 
transformations Pp: L?&M) - -Q,,p(lcQ i = 1, 2, such that 
Fix y E SZ,,~(M). From (3), f&r g, . PFr = J”hf gj . Pp for p E C~-(J4). Since by 
assumption P,f’y E Q,~(ilQ for i = 1, 2, we obtain Ppr = P&. 
Now we shall prove local existence of Ptr. Since P can be represented locally 
as a superposition of vector fields it is enough to define Xtr for a vector field X. 
But locally on a neighborhood 77, X has the form &G = (d/dt) p 0 h, !t=O , where 
h, is the local group of local diffeomorphisms generated by ,‘u’ and y E C,.=(U). 
IYe set 
Xt’y = 1 (h;‘)*y 1 
t=o 
for y E Q;O( U). 
It is easy to see that S” satisfies (2) for y E LQOp( 77). Applying partition of unity, 
because of the above uniqueness, the local definition of Pfr can be globalized 
to give a linear transformation Ptr on Q,“(J4). 
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To end the proof it is enough to note that (2) is immediate from the definition 
of Pti and (1) follows from (2). 
DEFINITION 1. Let P be a linear differential operator on a p-dimensional 
Ta-manifold M. The operator Ptr: nip(M) + Q,-,~(A~l) satisfying (1) and (2), 
which exists by Proposition 1, is called the transpose of P. 
DEFINITION 2. Let P and M be as in Definition 1. Let u E (O,P(Mj)‘. We 
define a distribution AL E (Q,~(M)) by formula 
(W[Yl = ~prrl, y E Q;?o”(ilz), (4) 
where Ptr is the transpose of P. 
Now, we shall extend the above definitions to the case of an arbitrary manifold 
which is not necessarily a Hausdorff space. 
DEFINITION 3. Let J&’ be a manifold. Denote by {J37E}aEd the Hausdorff 
partition of JV. A linear differential operator P on W is a family P = (PJwEd , 
where for a: E sY, P, is a linear differential operator on r;V, and Peg, = P,pp for 
yl E c,q iv& f-l PJQ, ai, /3 E d. 
DEFINITION 4. Let P = (Pa}aEd be a linear differential operator on a 
manifold JJ’ with the Hausdorff partition { JVa)asbd . We define Ptr = (PF),,d , 
where P,"' is the transpose of P, . 
DEFINITION 5. Let JV be a p-dimensional manifold. Denote by {JVti}aed the 
Hausdorti partition of JV. Let T = {TJbGd be a distribution on JV, and let 
p = {PJd be a linear differential operator on 15’. We define a distribution PT 
on JV as the family (P,T,},,d . 
2. G-INVARIANT LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let G be a connected Lie group. In the sequel M is assumed to be a fixed Tz- 
manifold which is a G-manifold with respect to a C” action R (G 3 g dR R, E 
DiE(M)). 
Recall the following 
DEFINITION 6. Let P be a linear differential operator on Jr% P is called G- 
invariant if 
From (2) we get 
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Remark 1. Let P be a linear differential operator on M. P is G-invariant if 
and only if 
Pf’(R,*y) = R;(Ptryj, y E .Qn,~(M), g E G, (3 
where Pti is the transpose of P. 
Remark 2. If P is a G-invariant linear differential operator on M and u is a 
G-mvariant distribution on M then Pu is also a G-invariant distribution on IU= 
Boof. It follows from Remark 1. 
DEFINITION 7. Let U be an open subset of M. A lin’ear differentiai operator 
P on U is called locally G-invariant if 
A-P = PX on U for X E KM. 
Remark 3. Let U = M. P is locally G-invariant if and only if P is G- 
invariant. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in Part 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let a Ed. IfI2 E cTm(N,) th@Z h o ncz c,x(&), 
Proof. Fix oi E &. Let a E Ja. Set f = h 0 17 and let (H, U) be a coordinate 
system in .Ja regular with respect to S and such that a E U C ,&. Then 
JaH = ho@cj, (6? 
where (dj, II(U)) is th e coordinate system in iVx induced by (H, U). By assump- 
tion h o @ is Ca; hence h c @ oj is Cm. Thus from (6) we obtain that f is Cm on 
Aa. 
Now we can prove the following analog of Theorem 2 in Part 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P be a linear dzzerential operatoT on A. If? i: G-irznaariant 
then there is a unique linear dz~erential operator L = {La)&=& on A/G mch that 
for eaery a E d 
fwl = L~dK?/l~ y E Q&P)> (7) 
where EL E (B,~(A@))‘, T, E (SzOp-“(N,))‘, u[y] = T,lkjy] for y E bQ,p(A”). 
Proof. Fix 01 E &. Let h E C,qNuj. By Lemma 1 h c n- E ~C,.~(ll”). Since P is 
G-invariant, by Remark 2, P(h o II) is a G-invariant function on 11%. Hence there 
is a unique function A, E @(AT,) such that P(h 0 I7 j = Ah 0 17. We define L,h = 
d, for tz E C,“(N,). It is easy to check thatl, is a linear differential operator on N& . 
To prove (7) it is enough to show that 
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From the definition of K, we obtain that 
Let y E UQO”(Ak). From (2), (9) and the definition of L, \ve have 
j 
NU 
h . K#‘t”r) = j h 0 17. Ptry = j P(h o 17) ’ Y 
M M 
Thus 
= jM 6524 0 17 .Y = jNa h . WKr) for h E C,“(N,). 
j h . KJPtry) = j h . Lt’(Koly), h E C,“(N,). (10) 
N’X NC3 
Since both Ku(Pky) and Ltr(K,y) are continuous on N, , from (10) we obtain (8). 
To end the proof note that the family L = (LJaed is a linear differential operator 
on N, and uniqueness of L is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 01 E G?‘. Suppose that (H, U) is a coordinate system in Aa 
regular with respect to S and UC Am. If L, is a linear dzSferentia1 operator on II(U), 
then there is a locally insariant linear differential operator P on U such that 
WYI = L~aFa~l, Y E 4?(U), 
where u E (QOP( U))‘, T, E (Qfmn(lI( U)))‘, and 
Proof. Let L be a linear differential operator on I7( U). Set i;h = (L,(h o @)) o 
Q-l for h E C,“(@(17( U))). Then L is a linear differential operator on @(I7( U)). 
Let P be a linear differential operator on H(U) such that (Pp)(xr ,..., x,) = 
(Jw-1 ,...I x’, 7 .))(%,l ,‘.., .z’J for $ E C,m(H(U)). We define a linear differential 
operator P on U by the formula 
Pp, = (H(p, 0 H-l)) 0 H for pl E C,m( U). 
P is independent of variables x1 ,.. ., x,; thus it commutes with a/&vi for i = 
,..., n. Hence Pcommutes withvector fields (a/&&, i = 1 n, ((a/a&(a))g, = 
~a/&& o H-l IHca) for 9) E C,.m(U)). But the vector fi&"~a/a~J, i = l,..., n, 
span, on U, is the Killing algebra KM. Thus we obtain that P is locally invariant 
on U, which was to be proved. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a distribution on A. For every point 6 E A there are: 
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a~ open subset U C A containing b, a continuous G-invariantfmctio~zf on h(U) = 
(JsEG R,(U), and a locally invariant linear differential operator P on I: such that 
u = Pf on U, (llj 
if ad only if u is G-invariant. 
Proofs Let b E A; then b E Aa for some 01 E & and there is a coordinate system 
(H, c) in Aa flat with respect to S such that ff C Aa. Suppose that u is G- 
invariant. Bp Theorem 2 in Part I, u can be represented on Aa in the form 
where T, E O,P-“(N,). It is well known that distributions can locally be expressed 
as distributional derivatives of continuous functions. In our case it means that 
there are an open neighborhood V of n(a) in N, , a continuous function h on V, 
and a linear differential operator L on V such that 
T,[w] = i h . Lf’w, w E q-y vj. (13) 
NCI 
Set f = h 0 II; then f is a continuous G-invariant function on IF(V). By Propo- 
sition 3 we obtain that there is a linear operator P on U = 0 h IT-r( I;) such that 
Pf [Yl = L4Yl7 y E .Q,q c;j. 
Applying(l3)and(l2)to(14)weget(llj. 
nTow suppose that a distribution u on A can be represented in a neighborhood 
of every point b E A in the form (11) where f is a continuous G-invariant function 
and P is a locally invariant linear differential operator. Since P commutes with 
X E K&I and f is G-invariant, we obtain that Xu = XPf = PAf = 0. Thus 
XU = 0 on A for X E KM. We know that A is G-invariant so by Theorem 1 in 
Part I we get that u is G-invariant. 
Remark 4. Let & be the interior of the set (a E M: dim KJJ = i) for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, where K,M = (X(a): X E KM], a E M. Denote by Aj 
the set of regular leaves in C$ for i = 1,2,. . ., n - 1. It can be proved in an 
analogous way that Theorem 1 is also valid if A is replaced by any A, for i = 
1) 2,. .) n - 1. 
The following example shows that Theorem I is true only on A and (f , 
i = 1) 2 )...) n - 1. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that the additive group of real numbers R1 acts on R” 
by diffeomorphisms R,(x, , x2) = (q+ , xrehf), where X # 0 is fixed, t E RI. 
It is easy to see that R, is the group of diffeomorphisms generated by the vector 
field X = Ax,(a/as,) + Xx,(8/&J. 
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Let u E D’(R2) be an invariant distribution such that there are an open neigh- 
borhood U of 0 in R2, a continuous G-invariant function f, and a locally invariant 
linear differential operator P on U such that 
Since f is continuous and invariant it is obvious that f is constant on R”, i.e., 
f = c, c E R1. Hence (15) gives 
and a is a certain constant. Thus u is constant on U. By invariance we obtain that 
.u is constant on R2. Thus we have proved that only constant functions can 
be represented in the form (15). 
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